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Abstract 

 Energy constraints of wireless sensor networks are an important challenge. Data Transmission requires 

energy. Distance between origin and destination has an important role in energy consumption. In addition, 

the location of base station has a large impact on energy consumption and a specific method not proposed 

for it.  In addition, a obtain model for location of base station proposed. Also a model for distributed 

clustering is presented by cluster heads. Eventually, a combination of discussed ideas is proposed to improve 

the energy consumption. The proposed ideas have been implemented over the LEACH-C protocol. 

Evaluation results show that the proposed methods have a better performance in energy consumption and 

lifetime of the network in comparison with similar methods. 
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1. Introduction 

Efficient design and implementation of wireless sensor networks has become a hot area of research in 

recent years, due to the vast potential of sensor networks to enable applications that connect the physical 

world to the virtual world. By networking large numbers of tiny sensor nodes, it is possible to obtain data  

about physical phenomena that was difficult or impossible to obtain in more conventional ways. Each sensor 

node has limited energy and in most applications, replacing energy sources are not possible. So lifetime of 

sensor nodes is highly dependent on energy stored in their battery. Clustering is a designing method that used 

for management of wireless sensor networks. Therefore, clustering in sensor networks has advantages such 
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as data aggregation support [1], data gathering facilitation [2], organizing a suitable structure for scalable 

routing [3], and efficient propagation of data in the network [4]. On the other hands, Distance between nodes 

and base station has a direct impact on energy nodes. So the placement location of the base station plays an 

important role in energy nodes. Data gathering in wireless sensor networks is an important operation in these 

networks and for this purpose many methods have been proposed. The LEACH [5] protocol has been 

considered as a hierarchical basic method. This method is suitable for monitoring applications. Each node 

periodically senses the information and sends them. Many improvements in LEACH protocol have been 

presented. LEACH-C method [6] is an example of these improvements. In LEACH-C, the forming of 

clusters is done using a centralized algorithm by the base station in the starting of each period. Another 

improvement to this algorithm is the use of estimation. One of these algorithms is LEACH-CE [7]. In the 

proposed technique energy level collected from all nodes in two primary periods but not collected in the 

other periods. Instead, the average energy of initial periods is used. There is some proposed clustering 

methods that ABCP [8] and ABEE [9] and HMM [10] are samples of them. Each sensor node is observer of 

a physical phenomenon. Also physical phenomenon such as temperature and ... continuously change in time. 

So the information provided by sensor nodes is dependent on each other. To precise estimation of  node 

energy, it is essential for the cluster head to aware of   data  time correlation, So with existence of data 

time correlation and using energy estimation of nodes, a method is proposed such that the cluster head can 

specify nodes energy precisely to determine a future cluster head in a distributed way. The exact location of 

the base station placement is another challenge that can affect in life network. Since any solution to this 

challenge is provided. So the idea is presented, where is the density of nodes to the base station detects the 

location, and put him in a place where most of their distance from the base station nodes is less. And 

ultimately prevent the waste of energy in the network.  These methods avoid the overhead excess and 

increase the network lifetime. The remaining of this article is organized as follows: In section 2 related 

works are reviewed. In section 3, we introduce algorithms for correlated data, the ideas of distributed 

clustering technique, locating the base station and a hybrid of the proposed ideas. Analysis of experiments 

with existing nodes offered in Section 4, and we finally in section 5 summarize and discuss the scheme.  

 

2. Related work 

A. LEACH 

LEACH [11] is the first and most popular energy-efficient hierarchical clustering algorithm for WSNs that 

was proposed for reducing power consumption. In LEACH, the clustering task is rotated among the nodes, 

based on duration. Direct communication is used by each cluster head (CH) to forward the data to the base 

station (BS). It uses clusters to prolong the life of the wireless sensor network. LEACH is based on an 

aggregation (or fusion) technique that combines or aggregates the original data into a smaller size of data that 

carry only meaningful information to all individual sensors. LEACH divides the a network into several 

cluster of sensors, which are constructed by using localized coordination and control not only to reduce the 

amount of data that are transmitted to the sink, but also to make routing and data dissemination more scalable 

and robust. LEACH uses a randomize rotation of high-energy CH position rather than selecting in static 

manner, to give a chance to all sensors to act as CHs and avoid the battery depletion of an individual sensor 

and dying quickly. 
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The operation of LEACH is divided into rounds having two phases each namely (i) a setup phase to 

organize the network into clusters, CH advertisement, and transmission schedule creation and (ii) a 

steady-state phase for data aggregation, compression, and transmission to the sink. 

 

B. LEACH-C  

LEACH offers no guarantee about the placement and/or number of cluster heads. In [12], an enhancement 

over the LEACH protocol was proposed. The protocol, called LEACH-C, uses a centralized clustering 

algorithm and the same steady-state phase as LEACH. LEACH-C protocol can produce better performance 

by dispersing the cluster heads throughout the network. During the set-up phase of LEACH-C, each node 

sends information about its current location (possibly determined using GPS) and residual energy level to the 

sink. In addition to determining good clusters, the sink needs to ensure that the energy load is evenly 

distributed among all the nodes. To do this, sink computes the average node energy, and determines which 

nodes have energy below this average. 

Once the cluster heads and associated clusters are found, the sink broadcasts a message that obtains the 

cluster head ID for each node. If a cluster head ID matches its own ID, the node is a cluster head; otherwise 

the node determines its TDMA slot for data transmission and goes sleep until it’s time to transmit data. The 

steady-state phase of LEACH-C is identical to that of the LEACH protocol. 

 

C. LEACH-CE 

In the LEACH-CE method [7], the energy level of all nodes collected only in two primary periods and not 

be collected in other periods. Instead because of knowing information about energy level of nodes, we can 

calculate energy consumption average for each node by using information of two primary periods. This 

means that reducing calculated energy level from the energy level of node, causes predicting current energy 

level of node. The problem of this algorithm is that firstly energy estimation is not done precisely and 

secondly if nodes have correlated data, while not sending correlated data means that previous data is valid, so 

this plan of clustering is not suitable and efficient. 

 

Ⅰ. The proposed method 

Presentation of methods three ideas are proposed here:   

1. The data time correlation,  

2. The distributed clustering model,  

3. The exact location of the base station and the hybrid method from them. 

  

In the data time correlation algorithm, Time Series Forecasting method (TSF) used to decide sending or not 

sending of data. Then in time t in the beginning of each period, base station send percentage of error e(t) to 

all nodes. First data sensed by node and sent. Second and third and fourth data sent based on the improved 

TINA algorithm. Then the node runs time series function to determine the value of prediction of trend line 

model, to create trend model. In the next times the sensed data compared with predicted value of trend model, 

if the difference between these two values exceeds a threshold value, data sent to the given node and the 

node recalculate prediction function of trend model to update the trend line. Otherwise, the sensor node does 
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not send the sensed data with this insurance that sensed data placed in accuracy range of data. So only some 

data have to be sent that are very different from the trend line model. This help to prevent energy loss.  

For doing the best clustering that is necessary to know the energy of nodes. For this, let us divide Leach-c 

protocol to three phases: set up-state, steady-state, setup-distributed. In the first phase, the nodes send their 

positions and energy to the base station. In a centralized way, the base station does the first period of 

clustering. In the steady-state phase, data nodes are sent to the cluster heads and in the end of period, the 

remaining energy of every node is sent to its corresponding cluster head. In the third phase, clustering is 

done by head clusters, in this phase, for each node, the data time correlated algorithm is applied as the 

following. We call the proposed model of energy consumption nodes EDC and explain as follow.   

The location of base station is important in a network in which the density of nodes in a region is more than 

the others, so it is desired that the base station is located in a region with more density of nodes. We call this 

method, dynamic base station. In this method, the base station has no information about the position of 

networks. Thus, according to the method which is presented, we try to locate the base station in a region with 

more density of nodes.  

We call the proposed model of energy consumption nodes DBS and explain as follow. 

BS node should be informed of data time correlation in nodes to estimate precisely energy of them. 

Therefore cluster head create a table that containing list of all members of the cluster. Cluster head registers 

every node in to the table that have correlated data and do not sent in certain times. In the end of each period, 

cluster head sends this table with collected data to the base station. This table contains nodes ID and number 

of times that these nodes not sent data. Base station uses this information for clustering decisions in 

centralized methods. Ultimately that cause to energy estimation in centralized methods is more carefully 

while the best clustering is created and the network lifetime increases. So in total lifetime of the network, 

first phase has done once but setup and steady-state phases done as in leach-c. 

 

A distributed algorithm to determine cluster heads is that : 

As previously mentioned, in energy estimation by LEACH-EDC, LEACH-C protocol divided to three 

phases- setup-state, steady-state, setup-distributed and this algorithm is proposed as following. 

a) Steady-state phase   

1) Start of network  

2) Base station receives position and energy of all nodes. 

3) Base station does the clustering. 

4) Base station runs the DBS algorithm. 

 

b) Setup-state phase 

5)  If clustering has changed   

5.1) If the node is cluster head and then it must wait to receive data.   

5.2) Otherwise, the node is normal and sends its data. 

5.3) If the period is ended, the next phase starts, otherwise, the steady-state phase continues. 

5.4) At the end of each period, the nodes send their own remaining energy and positions to the 

corresponding cluster head. 

 

c) Steady-state phase( Hybrid method)  

     Set up- distributed phase: 
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6) Cluster head determines a future cluster head by selection algorithm. 

7) The future head cluster declares to neighboring nodes that it is now cluster head. 

 

Ⅱ. Simulation and Performance Evalution 

A. Simulation Conditions 

The simulation has been done on the Linux operating system Redhat9.0 and using network simulator 

instrument NS2. LEACH and LEACH-C protocols implemented on the uAMP project at MIT University 

over NS2.  

 

The defined scenario for the simulation environment is specified as below:  

• Sensor network topology with 100 nodes 

• Network size 100m * 100m 

• Total cluster of 5 

• Data transfer rate equal to 1Mbps 

• Base station location (50, 100) 

• Duration of each period 20 seconds 

• Radio propagation speed 3 * 108 m/s 

• Primary energy of each node 2 Jules 

 

Receivers and transmitters following of model [3] that their parameters are: 

 

 

rxtx EE ,
are needed energy to send and receive for each bit. Test is done by LEACH, LEAC-C, 

LEACH-C-EDC and LEACH-C-DBS protocols. 

 

B. The result of simulation 

Fig.1 shows the amount of energy consumption in each period. In fig.8, we compared LEACH, LEACH-C, 

and the proposed algorithm LEACH-C-EDC and DBS and then we have considered the value of correlated 

data in discussed algorithms. And the DBS algorithm only has been incorporated in the LEACH-C-EDC. We 

can see the EDC method has better performance than all of mentioned methods. It is clear the DBS have a 

great impact on energy consumption.  
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Figure 1. Total energy consumption in the network topology 

 

Fig.2 shows the number of alive nodes at different times. In this Fig.2, 4 methods that mentioned above are 

assessed by the number of alive nodes in each period. As in Fig.2, in the LEACH-C-EDC and DBS methods 

the number of alive nodes is more than all other methods. In Fig.2, in the centralized protocols nodes death 

time has been started from 300, but in the distributed protocols death of nodes has started from 100. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Number of alive nodes in each period 

 

3. Conclusion  

In the present paper, we have determined the optimal location of base station for improving the energy 

consumption. Moreover this article solves the problem of correlated data in all of discussed protocols in this 

paper. So the nodes that have time correlated data and sending this data wastes their energy and thus network 

lifetime will decrease. By using the algorithm of data time correlation, the problem will be raised. Also we 

have eliminated periodic sending of nodes data in leach-c protocol. By using collected data of the nodes, 

cluster head appoints future cluster head. That is no need for nodes to send all their data to the base station. 

Cluster head appoints future cluster head by calculating network topology. Totally we improved the lifetime 

of network by using simulation in LEACH, LEACH-C, LEACH-C-EDC and proposed DBS algorithms. 

Also we improved energy consumption by using estimation methods. In the future works we will try to use 

classification of nodes distances scheme to estimate energy of nodes more precisely. 
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